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Principal‟s Address

We are all poised on the threshold of history where the economy as well as the system of education is
witnessing a series of changes which are unprecedented. In the present turbulent times, India has emerged as a
powerful nation on the world map. That the youth of India must be prepared for the future challenges is the need
of the hour. It‘s a Herculian task. We at Indira College of Commerce & Science endeavor to equip our students
with all the skill-sets required to face the challenges of life. While striving to achieve this, we must also
remember,
―Man is neither mere intellect, nor the gross animal body, nor the heart or soul alone. A proper and harmonious
combination of all these three is required for the making of the whole man and constitutes the economics of
education.‖
M.K. Gandhi
In India, the city of Pune is famous for its quality education imparted in the renowned educational institutions.
Indira College of Commerce & Science is one of them. Here the student community is privileged and feels
inspired by the multicultural atmosphere and academic excellence of its teaching faculty. Along with academics,
students are given opportunities to develop and discover their talents in co-curricular activities. The campus has
best of the facilities and IT enabled infrastructure to realize their potential.
At Indira we provide competitive and challenging educational environment which demands continuous update of
knowledge, information and technology. Education here is focused on the overall growth of a student
transforming him into a confident, capable and decisive individual who can translate his dreams into reality. The
aim is to foster good values and make him a responsible citizen of India and of the world community at large.
Indira has successfully established synergy between the vibrancy of the youth and the wisdom of the experienced
faculty members which makes learning an enriching experience. The dynamic team of Indira with its vision and
dedication makes the graduating experience at Indira College of Commerce & Science a milestone in the student‘s
career.
Experience it yourself.

Dr. Anjali Kalkar
Principal
Indira College of Commerce and Science.

EDITORIAL
―To be conscious that you are ignorant is a great step to knowledge..‖
-Benjamin Disraeli
This is fourth ICCS College Magazine which would certainly improve inter-departmental
knowledge sharing and recognition of all the achievers, be it in academics or
extracurricular activities. This would further strengthen bonding among ‗Indiraites‘ who
are part of one family.
It required earnest endeavors from all members of editorial team to show their
journalistic skills for understanding content and managerial skills for creating an editorial
strategy. But it could not have been created without great enthusiasm shown by our own
students who are voice of future and possess limitless talent which is also showcased in
this magazine.
We had some criteria for selecting entries and that is why some articles could not be
selected. But that does not mean that they were less deserving or lacked content. It‘s just
that they were not fitting here.
We hope this magazine makes an interesting read for all of you. We would be happier to
receive your valuable feedbacks and suggestions.

Editorial Team

Mr. Mangesh Kuman

Prof. Sarika Thakare

Prof.Nandkumar Shinde
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IGI at a Glance

Shree Chanakya Education Society's
“Indira Group of Institutes”
Shree Chanakya Education Society (SCES), Pune, was established in 1994, with the
explicit vision to provide sustainable impetus to the corporate and entrepreneurial abilities in the
youth.
The realization that a robust framework of education is indispensable for the growth of
global leaders, the visionary, Dr. Tarita Shankar, Chairperson, Indira Group, integrated her
pursuit of excellence and articulated educational institutions, known as Indira Group of
Institutes (IGI), which imbibe human excellence and demonstrate strong social values, with a
single minded pursuit of developing the youth to become business leaders.
Unrelenting initiatives by the management team at Indira led to adding of multidisciplines such as Management, Information Technology, Pharmacy, Commerce, Science,
Engineering and Mass Communication to the group. And growth has been as deep as it has been
wide. With 14 institutions, IGI now offers education right from Kindergarten to Doctorate level
studies.
IGI believes in the economic independence of individuals. In this endeavor we aim to
inspire our post graduate students to create a niche for them selves in the Indian Economic order
first, and then compete globally. We owe our gratitude to the Indian Industry for consistently
collaborating with us in this endeavor. Renowned industrialists have visited us and tremendously
enhanced the morale of our students by sharing their vast knowledge and experience about
entrepreneurial opportunities and foster a spirit of entrepreneurship amongst students.
Having traversed the journey of thirteen years we have ourselves made certain significant
achievements which we are aware, are but the building blocks for achieving further heights.











Indira is ranked amongst the top 2 B-schools in Pune, by the prestigious AIMA - IMJ.
The same journal gave us a top 30, all India ranking on the parameters of Industry
interface.
Our students have shown good academic results and have been at the level of university
ranking.
The achievements of our students have enabled them to attract some of the best corporate
recruiters.
Indira Group of Institutes and our goodwill has enabled us to establish campus agreement
with Microsoft for using different software.
Our goodwill with Microsoft was further accentuated with Microsoft conducting
workshops at Indira, for train the trainer modules.
Business India has also ranked us amongst the top 3 in Pune for last 2 yrs.
Our Institutes have received accreditation from various certifying bodies.
Indira Institute of Management was the first management institute in Maharashtra to
receive the accreditation from the NBA, New Delhi.
We also have our audiovisual centers supported by Harvard Business School, Stanford,
Pyramid Media and Tom Peters Company and we have vast collection of titles.

Indira is a group renowned for its commitment to the student – from toddlers to schoolgoing children,
to undergraduate and postgraduate students – their total development- is it academic, personality, moral
character, physical, sports and spiritual, we ensure the children entering our corridors leave as total
individuals.

News Section

College News

Indira College of Commerce & Science Organized National Conference on
Mathematics & Computer Science

Indira College of Commerce & Science‟s Art Circle opening ceremony.

Indira College of Commerce & Science – „Gusto Plan 8‟ News in Various News
Papers

Indira College of Commerce & Science NSS Camp at Gaudhara.

Atur Sangtani District Intercollegiate Basketball Championship 2014 – Winner
team of Indira College of Commerce & Science

Indira College of Commerce & Science celebrating „Traditional Day‟.

Bests of College
OUR TOPPERS (2012-13)
B.B.A.

Ms. Ruchi Beck

Ms. Sadiya Rasool

Mr. Sivanathan Prasath

F.Y.B.B.A.

S.Y.B.B.A.

T.Y.B.B.A. (University Topper)

Ms. Alisha Bains

Ms. Jessica Cyril Xavier

Ms. Mona Kumari

F.Y.B.B.M.

S.Y.B.B.M.

T.Y.B.B.M.

B.B.M.(IB)

B.C.A.

Ms. Chemprayil Sowbhagya S.
F.Y.B.C.A

Mr. Shelke Mangesh
S.Y.B.C.A.

Ms. Acharya Kamala
T.Y.B.C.A. (University Topper)

Ms. Pooja Bhandarker
S.Y.B.Com.

T.Y.B.Com.

B.Com.

Ms. Niharika Bhatia
F.Y.B.Com.

Ms. Tanya Arora

B.Sc. (Computer Science)

Ms. Alkur Diksha
F.Y.B.Sc.

Ms. Jadhav Amruta
S.Y.B.Sc.

Mr. Jagtap Vivek P.
S.Y.B.Sc.

Mr. Dagdu Sagar Sanjay
T.Y.B.Sc.

M. Sc. (Computer Science)

Mr. Malik Sharifur Atiq-ur
M.Sc. - I

Ms. Kadam Sonali Dasharath
M.Sc. - II

M.C.A. (Computer Science)

Ms. Bhat Smrithi Ramachandra
M.C.A. I

Ms. Sayali Rajapurkar
M.C.A.II

Art Section

ARTICLE
SECTION
ENGLISH

POEM
Music...my life

Music is Sa Re Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni,
Breathing life and energy into me,
Soft chanting of mantras in the morning
Rejuvenates the soul and brings peace to me.

Music is a powerful tool for expression
Of my thoughts, desires, dreams and feelings
Of my anxiety, tears, depression and pain
And I feel it running everywhere in my vein

Through my music I can....
feel the presence of God and weep in my pain
sing when I feel happy and dance when i feel free
reconnect to my soul and feel the bliss deep inside
really be ‗me‘ and dream what i wanna be

By

Dr. Smriti Pathak
Faculty Member
Indira College of Commerce & Science

ARTICLE
CrowdFunding: An alternate source of finance
Crowdfunding is a new upcoming source of finance. This source is from a large pool of people called as the "crowd"—
usually found online through a web platform like social media website. It is supported by an organization (the "platform")
which brings together the project initiator and the crowd. The finance can be used for a nonprofit campaign (e.g. to raise
funds for a school or social service organization), a political campaign (to support a candidate or political party), a
philanthropic campaign (e.g. for emergency funds for an ill person or to produce an emerging artist), a commercial campaign
(e.g. to create and sell a new product) or a financing campaign for a start-up company. The crowd provides financial and
knowledge support to project initiator.
Depending on the kind of reward that the people (crowd) agree to receive upon giving money, one can distinguish between at
least three types of Crowdfunding. -1- Donation-based Crowdfunding, in which the people essentially donate money to
support a cause. -2- Reward-based Crowdfunding, in which the people receive a reward with a clear monetary value in
exchange of the pledge. -3- Credit-based Crowdfunding (more commonly called Peer-to-Peer lending ("Crowd-lending"), in
which the people lend the money and receives an interest rate in exchange. -4- Equity-based Crowdfunding, in which the
people receive shares of a company in exchange of the money pledged.
The term is a part of a much larger concept called as Crowdsourcing. It is the practice of obtaining needed services, ideas, or
content by soliciting contributions from a large group of people, especially from an online community. Audience
fragmentation and online advertising atomisation have transformed existing business models. Among them, non-profit
institutions and community-funded platforms are the most innovative and relevant alternatives. They promote audience
involvement using Crowdfunding. For these new models, profit margins and income are unwelcome. These institutions are
actually changing the paradigm of traditional sources of finance. This virtual system extends beyond the realm of traditional
organization to make a real impact on the lives of millions of individuals across national borders.
This concept is very old and a few examples are shared for your understanding of the concept. In 17 th century this business
model was used to finance book prints through subscription model. In 1884, the American Committee for the Statue of
Liberty ran out of funds for the Statue‘s pedestal. American public donated toward the pedestal and raised over $100,000 in
six months fro more than 125,000 people. Artistshare, based in the United States, referred to as "a pioneering crowdfinancing platform", was launched in October 2003, Electric El Shock, a Japanese rock band who has toured the world,
became one of the first bands to fully embrace Crowdfunding by raising £10,000 from 100 fans. The JOBS Act was signed
into law by President Obama on April 5, 2012 to set forth specific rules and guidelines for legalization of Crowdfunding.
In India the concept is still not legal but Securities market regulator SEBI will soon come out with guidelines. Still India has
massive crowdfunding success stories: Reliance Industries founder Dhirubhai Ambani crowdfunded his small textile business
by communities across the state of Gujarat. Goa Project and campaigns like Teach for India are all examples of crowdfinding
for social change. Crowdfunding is slowly becoming an alternative funding channel for the film industry. Film Director
Pawan Kumar from Karnataka recently raised Rs 51 lakh using Facebook and other platforms. Places of worship, for
example, are built overnight using a large number of donations. The Reserve Bank of India in 2011 approved Milaap, a nonprofit microfinance institution to crowdfund from the overseas.
The concept of online crowdfunding is new to the India but with the majority of the population of young and working, the
country should soon legalize and adopt Crowdfunding as an alternate source of finance to boost e-commerce activities. India
may soon bring in the requisite laws to support this, as efficient crowdfunding system can really play the role of catalyst in
bringing the startup ideas into reality.

By

Dr. Smriti Pathak
Faculty Member
Indira College of Commerce & Science

“Innovative Practices Adopted by the Self Help Groups in Marketing the Products”
Swameeni Mahila Bachat Gat
Prof. Wani Nalanda D.

―Invention is the discovery of new ideas & Methods, Innovation occurs when an invention is commercialized by
bringing it to the market‖
Self help groups have proved to be very important vehicle for financial inclusion. Successful financial inclusion
ensures the economic development with balanced spread which is the need of the day. Not only developing countries but also
the developed countries are benefited with the Self Help Groups .In many facets of the life SHGs are proved to be beneficial
to the country from economic and social point of view.
SHGs are very much beneficial but they are lagging behind just because they are totally blank on the marketing
front. Few exceptional SHGs have achieved commercial success by adopting good marketing strategy. Now a day there is a
need to create Innovative environment culture among the Marketing units. Marketers will have to come up with innovative
ideas for the sake of satisfying consumer needs with commercial advantage to the marketer in this competitive world.
Here the discussion is regarding such an exceptional case of Swaneeni Mahila Bachat Gat. Two years before, Mrs.
Sulabha Ubale, Purchased a double deck bus from the forest department which was just a scrap Material. This bus was
converted in to beautiful restaurant as ―Meals on Wheels‖ through Swaneeni Mahila Bachat Gat. Meals on Wheels is doing
its business very well at Bakti Shakti Chauk Nigadi Pune.
In the little span it has gained a lot of fame, established its Name and now doing business with a commercial success
in true sense.
Mr. Arun Kumar and N Meenakshi have focused on the need to be innovative for corporate marketer. I would like
to stress upon the same point for the Marketing of the products by Self Help Groups. As we all know the progress of SHGs is
very essential for enhancing the rate of economic development that too with a balanced spread. Now almost two decades
have passed that the SHG movement is in motion. Therefore now we find the SHGs have been sound on the financial
grounds, also they are successful in producing the products on a comparatively large scale with improved Quality. But as I
have observed they are blank on the marketing front, with few exception.
Exhibit 1
Components of innovation
We find three important elements of innovation :

1. Expectations of the Consumer: the marketer should think
about the consumers‘ taste & like so that he can launch a
innovative product or launch the product innovatively.
2. Commercially and technically affordable by Marketer
(SHGs): the innovative idea may be very good but may
not be commercially sound that is to say by implementing
the idea the marketer must be in a position to earn higher
rate of return on his investment and efforts made by him
Also the idea should be technically sound to be physically
implemented in the reality. There should not be any technical
problems while using the idea commercially.
3. Viable in the Market place: the innovative idea should be
accepted by all types of consumers.
That means
workable.
Thus by testing the innovative idea from all point of views
then it is implemented by the marketer.

In the same manner Swameeni have used the double deck bus for marketing the snacks.

To survive and to flourish in this competitive era the marketers have no choice but to innovate new
products or to market the products innovatively. This research will be an example proving that the innovation is
not the madness but it is the key to commercial success. It will be a motivating case for other SHGs to follow the
innovative practices. Even though the SHGs are trying their level best they are not gaining the returns

proportionately. By adopting the innovative marketing strategy, they will not only survive but flourish resulting
into the push up to the economic development.
Self Help Groups: are the groups of ten to twenty people coming together for solving their financial problem mutually by
way of collecting their savings and using it to invest for their mutual benefit.
Innovative Practices: the Practices which are not the well set practices or which are not the traditional one. The practices
which are totally new in nature are called as innovative practices.
Commercial Success: Means receiving higher rate of return on the investment.

Mrs. Sulbha Ubale was motivated by a web site mayor of London and she thought to have similar kind of
business at Pune for the members of SHGs. Initially she invested Rs. 50000 on the said project by purchasing a
double deck bus which was with forest department as a scrap. The average of this vehicle is just 2km/pl. This
scrap bus was converted into a restaurant at Chakan work shop. The first deck was used as kitchen , where waste
water management system was also implemented. Even the arrangement for cooking water is available with
cooking accessories. The second deck is open for the visitors with tables and chairs. Good arrangement for
ventilation is there with small side fans.
Variety of food is available here including all types of snacks.

Exhibit 2: the double deck bus at customer food service

Exhibit 3: the first deck : Kitchen

Exhibit 4: the Second deck: Seating arrangement for the consumers

Exhibit 5: Variety of food available, the promotion of the food product at the spot

Exhibit 6 a: the change in the vehicle

Exhibit 6 b: the change in the vehicle

Exhibit 7: Drinking water arrangement

Self-help group are the small vendors who do not
have luxury of spending high on marketing and
advertisement. Yet their creativity and innovation
lead to them towards success. As social members
we also need to encourage them in their attempts.
Bahujan
Sukhay-Bhahujan
Hitay….

Every morning as I wake up……
When I wake up every morning and as I think of my dream, it charges me to move a few steps in reaching my goal. All I
have to say that it makes me more anxious and it pushes me to harness my energy to put my best in everything I do.
Unless and until I realize that achieving my dream is my birthright, then only I can succeed in overcoming my negative
thoughts which hinder in achieving my objectives.
Every morning when I ponder upon my dream, I say to myself, “I am the architect of my own future”. No matter what is in
store for me in the day ahead. This helps me to release myself from the prison of my past, for so special is my dream.
My mentors say to me , “ dream big “and I realize these big dreams simply engage my imagination and abilities to such a
level that it brings out my creativity in action for I know results matter.
And again, next morning as I wake up, I know that Father God showers upon me, with a new and fresh anointing and I am
lead by His grace. And as I stand that very moment it is my Father God, it is His grace that I stand firm and I pray that my
dreams be His will. As I know unless I abide in Him I am nothing.
All throughout my day, in all things I do, every act of courage I display, every act of goodness and self responsibility I
shoulder, gently transforms me and helps me in stepping ahead towards my goal, for I know my dream is the desire of my
heart.
And on one fine morning as I speak of my dream to a special person in my life, I know my conversation deepens my
conviction, keeps me awaked of my dreams, make me more challenging.
And again, every morning as I wake up and lift my entire day, I pray to my Father God, to bestow me with the strength to
endure struggle and pain, that it isn’t a negative experience, but just an opportunity in the road of self –mastery.
And this morning, I surrender to my God, all my pain and hurts, for I know in pain I give pain, in hurt I hurt others, else I
know I can walk backwards in achieving my dreams.
Finally, I pray to my Father God that with His grace that I may exercise self control, without which I know that I will never
reach my goal.
Mrs. Marceline Fernandes
ICCS

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY (CSR) ACTIVITY
MAHINDRA FINANCE
Impact India‘s Lifeline Express
(8th-18th Dec. 2013)
Karad, Maharashtra

!Going social on wheels!
It‘s amazing when today‘s generation is so much aware of the social needs & at the same time enthusiastic
to contribute their best for social & environmental welfare. The students of ICCS were nowhere an exception to it.
With a great zeal to contribute for humanity they put their body, mind & soul to accomplish the social
responsibility activity undertaken.
Students of Indira College of Commerce & Science volunteered the medical project by Mahindra Finance
conducted under C.S.R (Corporate Social Responsibility) activity which Mahindra Finance undertook with the
help of Impact India‘s ―Life Line Express‖ in Maharashtra at Karad railway station and government hospital
situated in small city of Karad.(8th Dec 2013 to 18th Dec 2013)
The Lifeline Express or Jeevan Rekha Express is a mobile hospital train run by the Impact India
Foundation. It was developed in collaboration with the Indian Railways and Health Ministry It started on 16 July
1991; so far the service has benefitted 400,000 Indians in the remotest rural parts of the country over the course of
approximately ninety-three projects.
The Lifeline express was started to provide on-the-spot diagnostic, medical and advanced surgical
treatment for preventive and curative interventions for disabled adults and children for outreach into inaccessible
rural areas where medical services are not available; offered using the Indian Railway Network which is the largest
in the world. In addition to providing access to these much needed service, the Lifeline express seeks to improve
the efficiency of the existing local government and voluntary health infrastructure and services, as well as
providing initiative and encouragement for the local bodies to get involved in all aspects of the programme and
provide follow-up services after the train has left.
The Lifeline Express provides a number of medical services including
 Orthopaedic and surgical intervention for correction of handicap and restoration of movement, especially
those as a result of polio.
 Ophthalmological procedures and interventions, e.g. cataract surgery and intraocular lenses.
 Audiometric and surgical interventions for restoration of hearing.
 Surgical correction of Cleft palate.
 Epilepsy - Screening and treatment clinic run by a Neurologist along with counselling and education about
epilepsy given by Epilepsy counsellors
 Counselling and referral services.
 Liaison with local health authorities and follow-up.
 Immunisations and other preventive measures.
 Nutritional assessment and services.
 Promotion of Health awareness among the deprived in the neglected rural and semi-urban areas
 Providing training to medical and allied-health professionals and other voluntary personnel in surgical
procedures, medical and health issues for work in unique field situations.
The train visits different parts of the country, usually rural areas with insufficient medical facilities, or
areas hit by natural disasters, etc., and stays in each place for several days while medical care (routine as well as
major surgery) is provided to the local people. The train which was started in 1991 is still operating.
This was a Corporate Social Responsibilty (CSR) intiative by Mahindra & Mahindra Services Limited and
Impact India‘s (Mumbai) at Karad railway station , Dist. Satara (Maharashtra) from 8th-23rd Dec. 2013. General &
specialised check up for Ear, Cleft , Dental , Eye & Epilepsy were undertaken by doctor‘s team from Mumbai ,
Lucknow , Delhi & Kolkata. The project was supported by Indira College of Commerce & Science wherein our
Students volunteered enthusiastically for provision of administrative assistance to the medical team. This was
undertaken as an institutional Social responsibility Activity under the guidance of our beloved Principal Dr. Anjali
Kalkar who encouraged & motivated the students to contribute for social welfare.
Ms. Riya Doshi
(Assistant Professor)
Note: Please find pictures of the activity below.

Hindi & Marathi

Sports
Sports
Mission:


Install values and life-skills to achieve success.
 Provide quality-based sport experiences and holistic development of
Student-athletes.
 Infuse equality, team spirit and harmony amongst everyone.
Vision:
 Embrace the 6 core values of responsibility, respect, trustworthiness, fairness, caring &
citizenship.
 Achieve excellence in sports.
 To provide adequate infrastructure facilities for sports and games so that students choose
and participate in the events for which they have flair.
 To spot and groom the sports talent.
 To foster, better human relations through sports and games.
 To imbibe in the students discipline, leadership qualities, courage and the sense of
belonging through sports activities.
 To train the students to receive success and defeat equanimously.
The college sports department works in consultation with the sports committee comprising
teachers and Physical Education Director, Mr. Kishor Pathare in ICCS. The sports committee
plans sports schedule for each academic year. The college has a sports field for different games
like Football, Volley ball and including a special Basket ball court. Indoor sports like Chess, Table
tennis, etc. are equally encouraged.
The college has a healthy practice of giving priority to outstanding sport persons during
admissions. Being a prestigious institution in the city, there is a great demand for admission under
sports quota.
An impressively large number of students took part in the various Inter-collegiate competitions
which were organised by the Pune Dist. Sports Zone - Pune University. Many students have been
selected for Inter-Zonal, Inter-University level competitions. We had some outstanding players
like ANIKET JADHAV ( Basketball ) & ROSHAN POOJARI ( Boxing ) who have participated
for the ALL INDIA UNIVERSITY competition and represented the UNIVERSITY OF PUNE.
We also organised inter class competition in Volleyball, Basketball, Table Tennis and Chess
for the promotion of mass participation of students in the field of sports. The main objective of
this activity is that maximum students can participate in sports. It was also a great stress buster for
students. Near about 200 students participated and performed well in sports. Not only students, but
our Teaching & Non teaching staff members also participated and enjoyed the sports.
Whenever and wherever we got an opportunity to participate in the various competitions we
did not fail to show our students talent. Our students have participated in the various events and
won the prizes listed below :

From Inter Collegiate Competition Following Students Were Selected For The Inter Zonal Level Competition
PUNE DIST. ZONAL PLAYERS OF THE YEAR 2013-2014

NO
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

NAME
ADHEKAR
PRABHAKAR
JOSHI RANJEET R.
SINGH HEMRAJ
NADAR EDWIN
SUBHOJIT DAS
KARAN KHOT
AKSHAY THITE
ABHISHEK RAI
SINGH GURUTEJ
JAYESH RATHOD
SANE VRUNDA
S. SRIRAGHAVI
ROSHAN POOJARI
SAURAV SALVANE

EVENT
FOOTBALL

VENUE
NASHIK

DATE
28 & 29 AUG. 2013

POSITION
PARTICIPATION

FOOTBALL
FOOTBALL
FOOTBALL
FOOTBALL
SWIMMING
BASKETBALL
BASKETBALL
BASKETBALL
CRICKET
BASKETBALL
BASKETBALL
BOXING
P. SHOOTING

NASHIK
NASHIK
NASHIK
NASHIK
PUNE
PUNE
PUNE
PUNE
NASHIK
CHAKAN
CHAKAN
WAGHOLI
NASHIK

28 & 29 AUG. 2013
28 & 29 AUG. 2013
28 & 29 AUG. 2013
28 & 29 AUG. 2013
4 & 5 SEP. 2013
19 & 20 SEP. 2013
19 & 20 SEP. 2013
19 & 20 SEP. 2013
2,3 & 4 OCT. 2013
7 & 8 OCT. 2013
7 & 8 OCT. 2013
10 & 11 NOV. 2013
--- & --- DEC. 2013

PARTICIPATION
PARTICIPATION
PARTICIPATION
PARTICIPATION
2nd PLACE
2nd PLACE
2nd PLACE
2nd PLACE
PARTICIPATION
2nd PLACE
2nd PLACE
2nd PLACE
PARTICIPATION

From Inter Zonal Level Competition, the following players were selected to represent the Pune University Teams.
UNIVERSITY PLAYERS OF THE YEAR 2013-2014

NO
1.
2.
3
4
5

NAME
VRUNDA SANE
S. SRIRAGHAVI
KARAN KHOT
ADHEKAR PRABHAKAR
ABHISHEK RAI

EVENT
BASKETBALL
BASKETBALL
SWIMMING
FOOTBALL
BASKETBALL

VENUE
GUJRAT
GUJRAT
AMRUTSAR
RAJASTHAN
JAIPUR

POSITION
PARTICIPATION
PARTICIPATION
PARTICIPATION
PARTICIPATION
PARTICIPATION

BEST PLAYER OF THE YEAR 2013-2014
NAME : VRUNDA SANE
CLASS : T.Y.B.COM.
EVENT : BASKETBALL

INDIRA COLLEGE OF COMMERCE &SCIENCE
Tathawade, Pune-33
INTER- COLLEGIATE PARTICIPATION RECORD
2013-2014
NO
1.
2.
3.

EVENT
Football - Boys
L.Tennis - Boys
Chess

4.
5.
6
7
8.

Swimming - Boys
Basketball - Boys
Cricket
Basketball - Girls
Boxing - Boys

9.
10.

Athletics
Pistol Shooting

VENUE
Lohgaon
Sinhgad
Wagholi

DATE
16th Aug. – 20th Aug.2013
22th Aug. 2013
th
23 – 25th Aug.2013

POSITION
Runners Up
Participation
Participation

Narayangaon
Lohgaon
Velhe
Wagholi
Wagholi

27th Aug.2013
7 – 8th Sep.2013
14th Sep – 17thSep.2013
30th Sep – 1st Oct.2013
26th – 27th Oct.2013

1st Place
Winner
Participation
Participation
2nd Place

Sangvi
Ale

29th – 30th Oct.2012
21st Dec. 2013

Participation
3rd Place

th

INDIRA COLLEGE OF COMMERCE & SCIENCE
2013-2014
EVENT :- FOOTBALL - MEN
DATE :- 16th AUG. – 20th AUG. 2013
ORGANIZING COLLEGE :- D.Y.PATIL COLL., LOHGAON
Name Of The Student
No
1
2
3
4

Class

JOSHI RANJEET R.
KHARBTENG PYNSHAIBOR
SINGH HEMRAJ
EDWIN NADAR

S.Y.B.B.A.
F.Y.B.B.A.
F.Y.B.B.A.
S.Y.B.C.A.

5

LUNAWAT HARSHAD V.

T.Y.B.Com.

6

SHETTY SHIVPRASAD

F.Y.M.Com.

7

TRIBHUVAN PRITHVI

S.Y.B.C.A.

8

V .RAMJANAM

S.Y.B.Com.

9

NIKAM VISHAL VILAS

T.Y.B.C.A.

10

KARMENDRA SAROJ

S.Y.B.Com.

11

VAIKUNTH SINGH

T.Y.B.C.A.

NAIDU
1
ABHIJEET B.

F.Y.M.Com.

2
13

PRABHAKAR ADHEKAR

T.Y.B.C.A.

14

JEEVAN SINGH RAWAT

S.Y.B.C.S.

AMIT CHANDA
VIJAY DASAN
SUBHOJIT DAS
JOEL ANIYANKUNJU

S.Y.B.B.M.
S.Y.B.Com.
S.Y.B.Com.
F.Y.B.C.S.

15
16
17
18

INDIRA COLLEGE OF COMMERCE & SCIENCE
2013-2014
EVENT :- LAWN TENNIS
DATE :- 22TH AUG. 2013
ORGANIZING COLLEGE :- SINHGAD COLL., AMBEGAON

No
1

Name Of The Student

Class

AYUSH MAHAJAN

F.Y.B.B.A.

EVENT :- CHESS
DATE :- 23th – 25th Aug.2013 (2 DAYS)
ORGANIZING COLLEGE :- G. H. RAISONY I.E.T. COLL., WAGHOLI
No
Name Of The Student
Class
1
2
3
4
5

KUNAL SHINDE
RIRAM BOMBAY
OMKAR DESHPANDE
ASHWINI KUMAR
PAWAN SINGH

S.Y.B.Com
T.Y.B.Com
F.Y.B.C.A.
S.Y.B.Com
T.Y.B.C.A.

INDIRA COLLEGE OF COMMERCE & SCIENCE
2013-2014
EVENT :- SWIMMING
DATE :- 27TH AUG. 2012
ORGANIZING COLLEGE :- NARAYANGAON
No
1

Name Of The Student
KARAN KHOT

Class
F.Y.B.Com

No
1

EVENT :- ATHLETICS
DATE :- 29TH – 30TH OCT. 2013
ORGANIZING COLLEGE :- B.R.GHOLAP COLL., SANGVI.
Name Of The Student
Class
ROSHAN POOJARI
T.Y.B.Com

INDIRA COLLEGE OF COMMERCE & SCIENCE
2013-2014
EVENT :- BASKETBALL
DATE :- 7TH & 8TH SEP. 2013 (2 DAYS)
ORGANIZING COLLEGE :- D.Y. PATIL COLL., LOHGAON.
Name Of The Student
Class
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

YELWANDE KUNAL
AKSHAY THITE
VINAYAK DEVADIKAR
VARGHESE SABIN
JADHAV ANIKET
CHETAN SHINDE
ABHISHEK RAI
ANAND KANOJIA
SAURABH SINGH BORA
NIRNAY JHA
GURTEJ SINGH
SAGAR WALKE

T.Y.B.Com
M.Sc. - II
T.Y.B.Com
T.Y.B.Com
T.Y.B.Com
T.Y.B.Com
F.Y.B.C.S.
S.Y.B.C.A.
F.Y.B.Com
T.Y.B.B.A.
F.Y.B.Com
S.Y.B.C.A.

INDIRA COLLEGE OF COMMERCE & SCIENCE
2013-2014
EVENT :- CRICKET
DATE :- 12TH SEP. & 16TH SEP. 2013
ORGANIZING COLLEGE :- BELHE
No
Name Of The Student
Class
1
KIRAN KOKANE
F.Y.B.Com
2
RAJESH BISWAL
S.Y.B.Com
3
JAYPRAKASH YADAV
T.Y.B.Com
4
ADITYABODHI SALUNKE
T.Y.B.C.A
5
GOPAL CHOUDHARY
S.Y.B.Com
6
DINESH SHARMA
F.Y.B.Com
7
SAMEER RASAL
F.Y.B.C.A
8
KUNAL JADHAV
F.Y.B.Com
9
RAHUL JADHAV
S.Y.B.Com
10
JAYESH RATHOD
F.Y.M.Com
11
VAIBHAV KHENAT
S.Y.B.Com
12
JAGDISH PATIL
F.Y.M.Com
13
PRABHASH KUMAR
S.Y.B.Com
INDIRA COLLEGE OF COMMERCE & SCIENCE
2013-2014
EVENT :- BASKETBALL - GIRLS
DATE :- 30TH SEP - 1ST OCT. 2012 (2 DAY)
ORGANIZING COLL. :- DHOLE PATIL COLL. OF ENGINEERING, WAGHOLI
No

Name Of The Student

Class

1
2

ANNIE ALEXANDER
BHARATI CHOUDHARY

F.Y.B.Com
S.Y.B.C.A

3

ROSHNI MISHRA

F.Y.B.Com

4

ROSIN VARGHESE

F.Y.B.Com

5

SANE VRINDA

T.Y.B.Com

6

S. SRIRAGHVI

F.Y.B.Com

7

PREEYAMBADA SHARMA

T.Y.B.Com

8

PALLAVI GOLE

T.Y.B.C.A

EVENT :- BOXING
DATE :- 26TH – 27TH OCT. 2013
ORGANIZING COLL. :- B.J.S. COLL., WAGHOLI.
No
1
2
3

Name Of The Student

Class

ROSHAN POOJARI
T.Y.B.Com
AMIT NAIK
S.Y.B.Com
SHAGUN NIKAM
M.C.A.-II
INDIRA COLLEGE OF COMMERCE & SCIENCE
2013-2014
EVENT :- PISTOL SHOOTING
DATE :- 21TH DEC. 2013
ORGANIZING COLLEGE :- B.J.COLLEGE, ALE

No
1

Name Of The Student
SAURABH SALVANE

Class
T.Y.B.Com

INDIRA COLLEGE OF COMMERCE & SCIENCE
2013-2014
ACHIEVEMENTS - INTER COLLEGIATE
&
INVITATIONAL INTER COLLEGIATE TOURNAMENT
FOOTBALL
NO.
1
2
3
4

EVENT ORGANISED BY
INTER COLLEGIATE – U.O.P.
MITSOM
SYMBIOSYS
FLAME - KURUKSHETRA

ACHIEVEMENTS
RUNNERS UP
RUNNERS UP
RUNNERS UP
WINNERS

BASKETBALL
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

EVENT ORGANISED BY
INTER COLLEGIATE – U.O.P.
SINHGAD KARANDAK
FLAME - KURUKSHETRA
ICP - IPL
WADIA
MIT
M.U.C.C.

ACHIEVEMENTS
WINNERS
WINNERS
RUNNERS UP
RUNNERS UP
RUNNERS UP
RUNNERS UP
WINNERS

INDIRA COLLEGE OF COMMERCE & SCIENCE
2013-2014

NO.
1
2
1
2
1
2

NAME
KUNAL SHINDE
ASHWANI KUMAR
SAMEER LELE
SHUBHAM SINGH
ANKITA ANAND
HETAL MAKHECHA

INTER CLASS COMPETITION
INDIVIDUAL EVENT
EVENT
RESULTS
WINNER
CHESS
RUNNER UP
CHESS
WINNER
T. T. MEN
RUNNER UP
T. T. MEN
WINNER
T. T.WO MEN
RUNNER UP
T. T.WO MEN

CLASS
T.Y.B.C.A
T.Y.B.C.A
S.Y.B.B.M
F.Y.BCom.
T.Y.B.B.A
T.Y.B.B.A

TEAM EVENT
NO

NAME

CLASS
BASKETBALL - BOYS
RUNNER UP TEAM – T.Y.Bcom
WINNER TEAM - F.Y.B.C.S
1
KUNAL YELWANDE
1
ABHISHEK RAI
2
SABIN VARGHESE
2
NIKHIL REDDY
3
VINAYAK DEVADIKAR
3
NIKHIL JAVRANI
4
PRASAD BHUMKAR
4
MANPREET KOHLI
5
SAYYAD AHMED
5
MAYUR JILLA
6
CHETAN SHINDE
6
VENUGOPAL MADDILA
7
SUNNY SINGH
7
BRAIN JOSEPH
BASKETBALL – GIRLS
RUNNER UP TEAM – BCA & B.C.S
WINNER TEAM - B.Com.
1
PALLAVI GOPE (T.Y.BCA)
1
VRUNDA SANE (T.Y.Bcom)
2
SHARO MALIK (S.Y.BCS)
2
PRIYAMBADA S.(T.Y.Bcom)
3
BHARATI C. (S.Y.BCA)
3
ANNIES.ALEXANDER. (F.Y.Bcom)
4
ANGELINE PAUL (S.Y.BCA)
4
ROSHNI MISHRA (F.Y.Bcom)
5
SUMAN JAYANI (S.Y.BCS)
5
RAGHAVI S. (F.Y.Bcom)

Debating
Competition
7th State Level Late Shri Shankarrao Wakalkar Debating Competition, 6th September 2013
Topic: Is IPL useful for cricket?
Games and Sports are a part and parcel of education. The aim of education is physical, mental and moral
development of a student. A sound body contains a sound mind. If the boy is weak, the mind cannot be strong. A
healthy mind cannot be found in a sick body. Games are as necessary for education as books for studies. Books
develop the mind and the soul while games develop body.
“The battle of Waterloo was won on the play fields of Eton” is a famous statement. Napoleon was a world
conqueror but England defeated Napoleon at the battle of Waterloo. The leaders and the soldiers for the battle of
Waterloo came from among the boys who had played games in their school days at Eton. Their early training in
the play field stood them instead at the battle field as well. The games teach the students leadership, team spirit and
sportsmanship. These qualities among the young students will make them the best citizens of tomorrow. Free India
needs still young men to defend her freedom. India cannot afford to maintain a large standing army sufficient to
meet all her defense needs. Our students must build strong physiques so that they can serve as soldiers in reserve in
time of wars.
This state level Debating Competition is in the memory of Late Shri Shankarrao Wakalkar, an eminent social
worker and educationist from Pune.
The Competition was held on 6th September 2013 at Dhruv Auditorium.



Shri. Makarand Tillu, Marathi Performer, was the chief guest for the Debate Competition.



The judges for the competition were Prof. Vishal Bhole and Dr. Sangita Ghodake.



Competition was inaugurated by hands of Mr. Makarand Tillu, Smt. Sarita Wakalkar, Ms.Tarita Shankar,
Chairperson of IGI and Prof. Chetan Wakalkar, Group Director, IGI



In all 61 teams from 27 colleges had participated this year for the competition.



Colleges like D.Y.Patil College, Sant Dnyaneshwar College, Nevasa, Y. B. Patil Polytechnic, College of
Computer Science, IBMR,Camp Education ,PICT,JSPM Participated in the competition.

Winners of the Competition:
Prize distribution was been done in auspicious presence of our beloved „Mummy‟, Smt. Sarita Wakalkar on
same day of competition.
Winning Team:
Y. B. Patil Polytechnic: Manali Shinde and Deval Kulkarni
Individual Prizes






1st Prize: Harshal Kumar (D.Y.Patil College)
2nd Prize: Gurumit Kaur (Sent Meera)
3rd Prize: Aditya Anand( Sinhagad College of Science)
1st Consolation: Ganesh Patil
2nd Consolation: Sanoja Thiyagarjah

Organizing Committee Members:
Dr. A.P. Kalkar, Prof. J. A. Pawar, Prof. Vijay D. More, Prof. Nandkumar Shinde, Prof. Nalanda Wani.
Prizes for the Competition:
1. Trophy for Winner Team
2. Individual Prizes






1st Prize:
Rs. 1111/2nd Prize:
Rs. 901/3rd Prize:
Rs. 701/Consolation 1st: Rs. 251/Consolation 2nd: Rs. 251/-

Inauguration of Debating Competition: Chief
Guest Mr. Makarand Tillu, Smt. Sarita Wakalkar,
Chairperson Ms. Tarita Shankar, Prof. Chetan
Wakalkar, Judges Prof.Vishal Bhole and Dr.
Sangita Ghodake.

Inaugural Speech by Mr.Makarand Tillu.

Winners of the Debating competition with Smt. Sarita Wakalkar.

Events Section

GUSTO
GUSTO PLAN8 – JUSTICE TO JUNK
‘Gusto’, the word itself grasps the meaning of ‘Enjoyment or vigour in accomplishing a mission’ and this is one ideal
enthusiastic treat for the Indiraites to work as a team and develop as one at a national arena.
Eight years ago, a great initiative was inspired which unknowingly gave insight to the youth brain of Indira to create
something ‘Fresh and fine’. With the helping hand and appropriate guidance of Prof. Prashant Kalshetti, ‘GUSTO’ the
episode was formed and nourished by the youth for youth. So now we are very much take pride in stating that Gusto has
now reached heights from a standard inter collegiate level to a pan India event.
“It was a sight to behold for the cheering crowd and the echoing youth spirit.
Indira College of Commerce and Science presented the great creation in the silhouette of ‘Gusto Plan8 – Justice to Junk’ on
the 24th, 25th & 26th of February 2014
It all began with the inaugural ceremony which started off with the welcoming dance depicting the The story of Lord
Krishna and the badging ceremony followed by the speeches by the dignitaries and revealing of the Gusto trophy in
presence of Prof. Chetan Wakalkar – Group Director - IGI, Dr. Anjali Kalkar – Principal in-charge – ICCS, Prof. Janardan Pawar
– Vice principal – ICCS and Prof. Prashant Kalshetti – Event organizer & HOD – BBA & BBM(IB) and Prof. Shivendu Bhushan –
HOD – BCA.
The festival’s key grounds namely Management, IT, Cultural, Tangential and Sports was exciting and adventurous just as its
previous years. This paved way for the participants to move a step ahead as the scope of participation increased.
Comprehending to its unique theme for the year ‘Reduce, Recycle, Reuse’, the campus seized the decoration essence to its
fullest which was completely out of waste products.
The first two days had a smooth flow of events having an exceptional entry of Pune’s SUPER COPS which gathered a lot
many sightseers from the college as well as outside.
Along with this went on the other events such as ‘Caucus, Lapse - Relapse, Snip Snap (A photography competition), IT Quiz,
etc…’
The second day was having a calm streaming of events in which the evening gave an exceptional opening with Junkyard
Rock – The rock show in the open space in the dusk of the day electrifying the audience to enjoy with full support and
enthusiasm.
So there came the final an ultimate destined day of Plan8 – Justice to Junk which comprised of the heart throbbing Street
Hustle (The street dance) and High on Dance along with the long awaited and mesmerizing Model Hunt and La-Bela – The
annual and glamorous fashion walk comprising beauty and grace. This jumbo occasion of the festival revealed itself among
1000 and more audience in the hallowed presence of our judges Prof. Chetan Wakalkar – Group Director, IGI, Dr. Anjali
Kalkar – Principal, ICCS, Prof. Prashant Kalshetti – HOD – BBA & BBM(IB) and Event Organizer and Mr. Asif Sattar.

After two rough and tough rounds of ‘Ramp walk’ and the ‘Question & Answer’ round, Mr. Ishant Halita and Ms. Zeenath
were awarded as MR and MS GUSTO.
The festival ended with the prize distribution in which IMED conquered the victory of grasping the Gusto Trophy of the year
2014.
This was a dream that came true and it wouldn’t have been a victorious happening without the hard work and dedication of
the young workforce, the youth base of Indira for almost 7 weeks. In order to celebrate the triumph of Plan 8, delicacy
opened with the energy infused songs from the DJ and the crowd witnessed the big bang pack dancing with ecstasy.
For the core committee – Sagar, Darshan, Deepshika, Chaitanya and Nimu Gusto was something more than an event
because this was their last event in their undergraduate life to be cherished and relished and this was discovered in their
words.
Now we are proud to announce that the Plan 8 of Gusto is worked out and pay our tribute and thanks to our volunteers,
sponsors, participants and various other well – wishers.
If happiness was the energetic boon to be sought and achieved, who would not dare to seek for it???
This is Gusto to the Indiraites and the other fellow youth who were being a part to it.
THE LEGACY CONTINUES!!!

Cultural Activity
Section
Cultural Activities at ICCS 2013-14
The cultural committee of ICCS works with the objective that Student involvement in cultural
activities also positively impacts educational attainment. Ernest T. Pascarella and Patrick T.
Terenzini's 1991 research indicates that extracurricular involvement has a positive impact on
attaining a bachelor's degree and on educational aspirations. Students who are actively
engaged are more likely to have higher educational ambitions than uninvolved students.
Cultural activities focus on institutional goals, such as building and sustaining community on
college campus as well as student retention. As college campus become more diverse,
students desire an environment in which they feel connected to others and to the college.
Cultural activities provide a place for students to come together, discuss pertinent ideas and
issues, and accomplish common goals. Within this community, where students feel
comfortable with one another, learning and development are enhanced and student retention
is positively impacted. According to Vincent Tinto's 1987 research, students will be more
likely to persist in college if they feel they have had rewarding encounters with a college's
social and academic systems. Through cultural activities participation, students frequently
interact with peers who have similar interests, providing social integration into the college
environment. As a result, involved students view their college years as a positive experience
and feel they are a vital part of the college, resulting in higher retention rates
Students have opportunities to improve their leadership and interpersonal skills while also
increasing their self-confidence. Cultural activities involvement allows students to link
academic knowledge with practical experience, thereby leading to a better understanding of
their own abilities, talents, and career goals. Future employers seek individuals with these
increased skill levels, making these involved students more viable in the job market.
Specifically, participation in cultural activities and leadership roles in these activities are
positively linked to attainment of one's first job and to managerial potential.

Onam Celebration 2013-14

Dandiya 2013-14

Jewel Of Indira Award Ceremony 2013-14

Teacher’s Day Celebration 2013-14

Rangoli and Poster Inter Class Competition 2013-14

Students
Achievements

INDIRA COLLEGE OF COMMERCE & SCIENCE
BCA Students Achievements

2013 – 2014
Sr.
No.

Name of the
student

1

Akshay Rathod

2

Grace cherian,
Anahita Jagwani

3

Anuja Ambekar,
Akhila Gaikwad

4

Amrit Prakash Rai

5

Pranal Kanhed

6

Pranal Kanhed,
Abhijeet Dhembre

Class

Details

Venue

FY BCA

First -Runner Up in
Web Development

St. Mira's College for Girls

TY BCA

First-Runner Up in GK
& Technical Quiz

JSPM College VIBGYOR

TY BCA

First-Runner Up in
Prresentation

JSPM College VIBGYOR

SY BCA

First Prize in NFS Most
Wanted

JSPM College VIBGYOR

SY BCA

First-Runner Up in C
Programming

JSPM College VIBGYOR

SY BCA

First-Runner Up in G.K.
Quiz

ATSS - Ramkrishna More
College

7

Chaitanya Chordiya

SY BCA

First inPresentation

Modern College
Interaction

8

Omkar Deshpandey

FY BCA

Second Best unrated
1500 in Chess

Sterling Clooege, Bhosari
(MAYORS Cup)

B.Sc. & M.Sc. Students Achievements 20132014
Course
M.Sc. Comp. Sci-I

3
4
5

Name of student
Prabhakaran K
Dhammadeep K.
Kadlak
Swapnil P. Panadi
Pratik Nehete
Sagar Ahuja

6

Vivek Yadav

S.Y.B.Sc. Comp. Sci.

St. Meeras
College,Pune

Second
Prize

Comp. Sci. Poster
Competetion

7

Dennis Paul

S.Y.B.Sc. Comp. Sci.

St. Meeras
College,Pune

Second
Prize

Comp. Sci. Poster
Competetion

8

Kajal Barne

S.Y.B.Sc. Comp. Sci.

9

Shweta Patwardhan

S.Y.B.Sc. Comp. Sci.

10

Akshay Sharma

S.Y.B.Sc. Comp. Sci.

Dennis Paul

S.Y.B.Sc. Comp. Sci.

12

Dennis Paul

S.Y.B.Sc. Comp. Sci.

Vivek Yadav

S.Y.B.Sc. (Comp. Sci.)

Tanaji Waghmode

S.Y.B.Sc. (Comp. Sci.)

H.V. Desai College

Akshay Sharma

S.Y.B.Sc. (Comp. Sci.)

H.V. Desai College

Harshad Panmand

S.Y.B.Sc. (Comp. Sci.)

H.V. Desai College

Sagar Yadav

F.Y.B.Sc. (Comp. Sci.)

H.V. Desai College

Pravin Pawar

S.Y.B.Sc. (Comp. Sci.)

H.V. Desai College

Sanjay Sharma

F.Y.B.Sc. (Comp. Sci.)

H.V. Desai College

Vivek Yadav

S.Y.B.Sc. (Comp. Sci.)

H.V. Desai College

Athar Ali

S.Y.B.Sc. (Comp. Sci.)

H.V. Desai College

Vivek Yadav

S.Y.B.Sc. (Comp. Sci.)

H.V. Desai College

Meera Yadav

S.Y.B.Sc. (Comp. Sci.)

Kaveri College

Pornima Suryavanshi

S.Y.B.Sc. (Comp. Sci.)

Kaveri College

Shweta Patwadkar

S.Y.B.Sc. (Comp. Sci.)

Kaveri College

Pornima Suryavanshi

S.Y.B.Sc. (Comp. Sci.)

Kaveri College

Akshay Sharma

S.Y.B.Sc.(Comp. Sci.)

Modern College
(Ganeshkhind)

Second
Prize
Second
Prize
Second
Prize
Second
Prize
Second
Prize
First
Prize
First
Prize
First
Prize
Second
Prize
Second
Prize
Third
Prize
Third
Prize
First
Prize
First
Prize
First
Prize
Second
Prize
Second
Prize
First
Prize
First
Prize
First
Prize

Electronics Poster
Competetion Win
Electronics Poster
Competetion Win
Comp. Sci. Poster
Competetion

11

St. Meeras
College,Pune
St. Meeras
College,Pune
St. Meeras
College,Pune
St. Meeras
College,Pune
Technovation,
University of Pune
H.V. Desai College

No.

1
2

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

College

Prize

Subject

M.Sc. Comp. Sci
M.Sc. Comp. Sci
M.Sc. Comp. Sci
MCA Sci.. - II

BR Ghoplap College
,Sangvi,Pune

Second
Prize

Robotics Win Second
Prize

Paper Competetion
Comp. Sci. Poster
Competetion
Quiz Competition
Quiz Competition
Quiz Competition
Quiz Competition
Quiz Competition
Quiz Competition
Quiz Competition
Maths Aptitude
Online Programming
Online Programming
Paper Presentation
Paper Presentation
Poster Competition
Poster Competition
Quiz Competition

28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Tanaji Waghmode

S.Y.B.Sc. (Comp. Sci.)

Vivek Yadav

S.Y.B.Sc. (Comp. Sci.)

Sagar Yadav

F.Y.B.Sc. (Comp. Sci.)

Rishikesh Sawant

S.Y.B.Sc. (Comp. Sci.)

Dennis Paul

S.Y.B.Sc. (Comp. Sci.)

Shamiya Vishwakarma

S.Y.B.Sc. (Comp. Sci.)

Sharon Malik

S.Y.B.Sc. (Comp. Sci.)

Modern College
(Ganeshkhind)
Modern College
(Ganeshkhind)
Modern College
(Ganeshkhind)
Modern College
(Ganeshkhind)
Modern College
(Ganeshkhind)
Modern College
(Ganeshkhind)
Modern College
(Ganeshkhind)

First
Prize
First
Prize
First
Prize
Second
Prize
Second
Prize
Second
Prize
Second
Prize

Quiz Competition
Quiz Competition
Quiz Competition
Quiz Competition
Quiz Competition
Quiz Competition
Quiz Competition

BBA Students Achievements 2013-2014
Ms. Twisha Sharma : Student BBA IIIrd Year
 Was crowned Miss Pune in 2012
 Walked the ramp for many designers like Jaya Mishra, Raghav
 Was crowned as India's best bride in 2014

1. Ms. Sakshi Uniyal : Student BBA IIIrd Year


Paticipated in Harvard Model United Nations 2014 at Brussles, Belgium

Staff Achievement
Section

Academic and Research

Name : Prof. Janardan Pawar
Research :
1) Received Award from WIPRO Technologies for “Highest Contribution in WASE/WiSTA hiring 2014 ”.
2) Written book “Computer Fundamental” for FY B.Com.( ISBN-978-93-80984-82-7) and
“Business Informatics” for BBA- SemII( ISBN-978-93-80984-99-4)
3) Paper Titled “ Usage of cloud computing technology to impart quality education in Affiliated College of Pune University
”published in International Journal of Information Systems ( A Journal of SIMCA) ISSN : 2229-5429
4) Paper Titled “ Study& Comparative analysis of different algorithm used in data security in cloud environment ”published
in International Journal of Information System ( A Journal of SIMCA ) ISSN : 2229-5429
5) Paper Titled “Intervention of Software for Modeling Lake Water Pollution” Recent Trends in Computer Science,
Application and Comp. Mathematics At ICCS ISBN : 978-93-83414-29-1.
6) Paper Titled “ Management of Livelihood : Study of Selected Villeges in MulshiTahsil in Maharashtra State .” in
International Journal of Application in Engg. & Mgt. ISSN 2319-4847 with impact factor 2.379 ISRA.JIF.
7) Worked as a District co-ordinator for BCA University Practical Examination in Oct-13 and March-14.

Name : Prof. Shivendu Bhushan
Research :
a). Published book on ‗DBMS‘ for SY BCA (Success Publication)
b). Published book on ‗Principal Programming and Algorithm‘ for FY BCA (Tech Max Publication)
c) Presented Research paper on ―Usage of cloud computing in higher education‖ at Sinhgad College, Pune (International)
d) Presented Research paper on ‗Analysis of Social Media tools in higher education‘ at Dr. DY Patil college, Pune. (National)
e) Presented Research paper on ‗e-waste control management‘ at Modern college, Pune. (National)
f) Worked as a resource person in BCA syllabus restructure workshop at ICCS, Pune
g) Worked as Resource Person at MIT and Modern College for Project Guidance for TYBSC Students

Name – Prof. Vijaya Kumbhar
1.
2.

Completed Refresher course in Computer Application from university of Pune in November 2013.
Presented & Published following research papers in International Journal of Information Systems Vol. IV
Issue II Jan-May 2014 (ISSN 2229-5429 ) organized by Sinhagad College, Narhe.
a) “Study of Security Issues in Public Cloud and Comparative analysis of different algorithms in Public Cloud
Security.”
b) “Comparative Analysis of traditional database & Cloud Database”.
3. Published research paper on “Impact of poor usability of various ATM: A study of ATM users
in PCMC area” in International Journal of Advanced Research in Computer Science and
Software
Engineering
(IJARCSSE)
Impact
Factor:
2.080
(ISSN
2277-128X
)

Name : Prof. Suresh Pathare
Research :

(1) Completed one Refresher Course in Computer Applications in Statistics at Department of Statistics,
University of Pune, with “A” grade (dt.11/11/13 to 01/12/13)
(2) Published one research paper in An International Journal, Statistics, Optimization and Information
Computing (International Academic Press) on ‘Some Estimation Approaches of Intensities for a Two
Stage Open Queueing Network’ Vol. 2, No 1,
pp. 33-46 (2014) http://www.iapress.org/index.php/soic
ISSN No Print: 2311-004XOnline: 2310-5070

(3) Published one research paper in An International Journal ‘Journal of Statistics Applications &
Probability’ on ‘Calibrated Confidence Intervals for Intensities of a Two Stage Open Queueing Network’
Vol. 3, No 1,pp. 33-44(2014)
ISSN No Print: 2090-8423 Online: 2090-8431
(4) Published one research paper in An International Journal ‘Journal of Statistics and Mathematics’ on
‘Calibrated Confidence Intervals for Intensities of a Two Stage Open Queueing Network With Feedback’
Vol. 4 Issue 1, pp. 151-161(2013)
ISSN NoPrint: 0976-8807 Online: 0976-8815
(5) Completed one minor research project as Principal Investigator on Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) for Rural Development: A Study of Management of Wi-Max Pilot Project sponsored by
Board of College and University Development (BCUD), University of Pune.
(6) Presented one research paper in International Conference on Role of Statistics in the Advancement of

Science & Technology on Confidence Intervals for Intensities of a Two Stage Open Queueing Network at
Department of Statistics and Centre for Advance studies , University of Pune,16-18 December 2013.

Name : Prof. Vishal Verma
Research :
a). Published book on ‗Modern operating environment & MS-Office‘ for FY BCA.
b). Published book on ‗Computers & Applications‘ For FY BSC Biotechnology.
c). Presented Research paper on ‗Analysis of Social Media tools in higher education‘ at Dr. DY Patil college, Pune. (National)
d). Attended workshop on Restructing of syllabus for BCA/MCA (Com)/MCom at ICCS, Pune

Name : Prof. Tejashri Phalke
Research :
a). Presented Research paper on ‗Performance Appraisal‘ at Hotel Aurora towers, Pune (International).
b). Presented Research paper on ―E-Learning tool & challenges faced by faculties & students‖ at Dr. DY Patil college, Pune. (National)
c). Attended workshop on Restructing of syllabus for BCA/MCA (Com)/MCom at ICCS, Pune

Name : Prof. Ashish Dhoke
Research :
a). Presented Research paper on ‗e-waste control management‘ at Modern college, Pune. (National)

b). Attended workshop on Restructing of syllabus for BCA/MCA (Com)/MCom at ICCS, Pune

Name : Prof. Nadaf B. G
Research :
a). Published Book on ‗Business Communication‘ for FY BCA (Tech max Publication)
b). Presented Research paper on ‗Analysis of Social Media tools in higher education‘ at Dr. DY Patil college, Pune. (National)
c). Attended workshop on Restructing of syllabus for BCA/MCA (Com)/MCom at ICCS, Pune

Name : Prof. Swagata Som
Research :
a). Presented Research paper on ‗Marketing Strategies of shopping malls & its impact on retailers‘ at Hotel Aurora towers, Pune. (International)
b). Hold 1st rank in SY M.Com.
c). Attended workshop on Restructing of syllabus for BCA/MCA (Com)/MCom at ICCS, Pune

Name : Prof. Jyotsna Pandey
Research :
a). Presented Research paper on ‗Marketing Strategies of shopping malls & its impact on retailers‘ at Hotel Aurora towers, Pune. (International).
b). Presented Research paper on ―E-Learning tool & challenges faced by faculties & students‖ at Dr. DY Patil college, Pune. (National.)
c). Worked as a resource person in BCA syllabus restructure workshop for BCA/MCA (Com)/MCom at ICCS, Pune

Name : Prof. Prasad Rasal
Research :
a). Presented Research paper on ―E-Learning tool & challenges faced by faculties & students‖ at Dr. DY Patil college, Pune. (National)
b). Attended workshop on Restructing of syllabus for BCA/MCA (Com)/MCom at ICCS, Pune

Name : Dr. Smriti Pathak
Research :

1. Conferred PhD on 16/12/2013 by ‗Barkatulah University‘ Bhopal
in Applied Economics and Business Management under ‗Commerce‘
2. Completed MBA (HR) – dual specialization in April 2013
3. Research Papers:
4. Presented Research paper on ―Creativity & Spirituality: Tools of Organizational success at UPGCM College, Mumbai (Inter – National)

ISBN 13: 978-93-5110-046-1
5. Presented Research paper on ―Can Microfinance through postal services help in inclusive growth in India‖ in the Journal IJBMSS (Inter – National)

ISSN:2249-7463
6. Presented Research paper on ―Role of SHGs in Natural Resource Management of Madhya Pradesh‖ in the International Journal of Contemporary
Management Studies (Inter – National) ISSN: 2321-9084
7. Presented Research paper on ―Microfinance as a new paradigm of Emerging Markets in India‖ at Department of Eco, B.P.S. Mahila VishwavidyalayHaryana (Inter
– National) ISBN: 978-93-81604-78-6
8. Presented Research paper on ―Role of self help groups (SHGs) in women empowerment and poverty elimination (with special reference to ratnagiri district of
Maharashtra, India)‖ in the RJSSM, Int - Journal (Inter – National)
9. Presented Research paper on ―Comparative study of financial inclusion in Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh through microfinance w.s.r.t. women shgs‖ in the
International Journal of Marketing, Financial Services and Management Research Vol 2 No. 3 (Inter – National) ISSN: 2277-6788
10. Presented Research paper on ―A study of SHGs in Jabalpur district of MP‖ at PIMR, Indore (National) ISBN:978-93-5062-332-9
11. Presented Research paper on ―Financial Inclusion and role of SHGs to improve microfinance situation in Jabalpur region of Madhya Pradesh‖ in the Journal Of
Commerce, Economics and Information Technology (National) ISSN 0972-9551

Name : Prof. Nalanda Wani
Research :









A research article in a journal Gyan Samhita volume3, No.6 July, 2013. Having ISSN 2229-6654.Published
byn iFEEL, Karla,pages51-61.
A research paper in the International journal of Commerce, Management &Social Sciences, volume .I,No.2, January-June2014
having, ISSN (2321-9831)P:ublished by department of Commerce & research Center, Arts, Commerce & Science College,
Narayangaon.pages.232-237.
A research paper in the book ―Recent Changes, Development and Impact of Globalization on economy‖ having ISBN (978-9380984-77-3) pages 53 to 59 published by Success Publications.
A research paper in the Journal ―International Research Journal of Commerce, Business and Social Sciences, Volume -1 Issue12 (III) March 2013‖ having ISSN (2277-9310) pages 86 to 91 published by Jai Hind Education Society Pune-14
Participated in in one day workshop on restructuring marketing syllabus for S.Y. B.C.om an M.Com part _II jointly organized
by University of Pune and Dr. B.N. Purandare Arts commerce and science college Lonavla
Resource person for two days National seminar on recent trends in commerce, management and research on 28 th and 29th
January, 2014 organized by DCRC, Narayangaon, Pune.
Presented a paper in the National Conference on ―Recent Changes, Development and Impact of Globalization on economy‖
organized by Arts commerce & Science College, Narayangaon, Pune, titled ―Innovative Practices adopted by SHGs in
marketing their Products-A case study of Swaminee mahila bachat gat‖on 28th April 2013
Presented a paper in ―INNOVATION-2013‖, a regional research conference for college teachers, on 15 th and 16yh April 2013
jointly organized by B.C.U.D. and B.R. Gholap college Sangavi Pune.titled ―A study of Problems and prospects in marketing the
of products by SHGs in Pune district with special reference to Khed and Maval Talukas‖

Name : Prof. Ashwini Shende
Research :





Presented & Published Research Paper entitled "A Model (Software Testing System) for Requirement Spcification & Manual
Testing using Object Oriented Database System." at National Conference by Sinhgad Institute of Management & Computer
st
nd
Applications , Narhe Pune on 21 & 22 Feb 2014 in the International Journal of Information System Vol II Issue Jan-May
2014 with ISSN 2229-5429
Published paper entitled “Impact of poor usability of various ATM: A study of ATM users in PCMC area” in International Journal
of Computer Engineering & Technology (IJCET), Volume 5, Issue 3, March (2014) issue with Impact Factor (2014): 8.5328 (ISSN
Print: 0976- 6367) (ISSN Online: 0976 -6375)

Name : Prof. Sarika Thakare
Research :
1) Authored the text book 'Computer Applications in Statistics' of FYBCA for new revised syllabus of June 2013
2) Published Research Paper on "Histogram Equalization for Standard Images" in International Journal of
Science and Research (IJSR) in Volume 3, Issue 2, February 2014. ISSN (Online): 2319-7064
3) Published Research Paper on "Image Enhancement using Histogram Equalization" in National Conference on
Issues and Challengesin Computing Techniques 2014 at IET Bhaddal Technical Campus, Ropar, Punjab affiliated to
PTU dated 6th ,7th March 2014.
4)Published paper entitled “Impact of poor usability of various ATM: A study of ATM users in PCMC area” in International
Journal of Computer Engineering & Technology (IJCET), Volume 5, Issue 3, March (2014) issue with Impact Factor (2014):
8.5328 (ISSN Print: 0976- 6367) (ISSN Online: 0976 -6375)

Name : Prof.Vinita Shrivastava
Research :
 Attended State Level Conference on ―Developing Communication & Managerial Skills‖ at Indira College of Commerce &Science.
 A research papers in, two days International Conference –Emerging Trends in world economy through Innovation and
Entrepreneurship Development organized by Symbiosis Centre for Management Studies, in association with National Institute of
Technical Teachers‘ Training and Research, Bhopal, Department of Higher Education, Ministry of HRD, Govt. of India.‖

Name : Prof. Nandkumar Shinde

Research :

 Selected as an Orator in Bahishal Panel of Pune University.
 Registerd on the Speakers panel in Pune University Soft Skill Dept.
 Presented research paper in international conference on ―Post Modernism‖ in Mamasaheb Mohol Senior College Bharthi
Vidyapeeth.
 Presented research paper in National Conference n Vidya Pratishthan ACS College, Baramati
 Presented research paper in English Dept Pune university on ―Mahatma Gandhi & Nelson Mandela‖
 Repesented as a judge in State level Elocution Competition organized by BR Gholap College, Sangvi
 Delivered Lectures on ―MALA JINKAYACHE NAHI‖ under Bahishal Lecture Series at TC College & Vidya Pratishthan
,Baramati ; B.Ed College Vadgaon Maval, Senior Citizen‘s Club, Dhayari
 Attended State Level Conference on ―Developing Communication & Managerial Skills‖ at Indira College of Commerce & Science

Name : Prof. Riya Doshi
Research :
 Attended Syllabus Structure Workshop on Banking & Finance organized by Rajarshi Shahu college , Pune
 Attended State Level Conference on ―Developing Communication & Managerial Skills‖ at Indira College of Commerce & Science

Name: Dr. Kishor Pathare
Research:
Conferred PhD on 01/03/2014 by University of Pune in Physical Education.
Topic – Contribution of Deccan Gymkhana Club of Pune City in the Sports Field.

Activity Section
NATIONAL SERVICE SCHEME (NSS)
Camp Activity Report
2013-14
This year, NSS camp of Indira College of Commerce and Science was organized from 13 th January 2014 to 19th January, 2014 at
Gaudhara (Khed-Shivapur) Tal- Haveli. There were 62 students (20girls and 42boys) and 3 faculty’s participated in this camp. The
details of activities are mentioned below.
Day-1 (Monday, 13th January, 2014)
On 13th January afternoon NSS camp start from Indira Universe Campus and it reached at Gaudhara. In evening NSS camp was
inaugurated by Mr. Kashinath Gavali (Sarpanch-Gaudhra), Mr. Deepak Survey (Deputy Sarpanch-Gaudhara) and Prof. Janardan
Pawar. On this occasion college Vice-Principal, Prof. Janardan Pawar and NSS programme officers Prof. Santosh Kulkarni and Prof.
Amar Dhere were present.
In the inaugural address the objectives and programmers were addressed by the Prof. Janardan Pawar.
In the evening college Acting Principal Dr. (Mrs.) Anjali Kalkar conducted a lecture on ‘Time Management.’

Day-2 (Tuesday, 14th January, 2014)
After morning Prayer the volunteers got involved in Cleanliness Drive in the village. NSS volunteers took part in the repairing of
sewage and water pipeline line in the village. In this day volunteers cleaned village temples and water collection tank.
In the evening college alumni and well known speaker Mr. Ganesh Ghadge delivered lecture on “Managerial Skills of Raja Shiv
Chattrapati.”

Day-3 (Wednesday,15th January, 2014)
The day in the NSS camp started with morning prayers and national anthem. There were 42 NSS volunteers involved in the
preparation of Basket ball ground near proposed new school building under the guidance of our college’s physical director Prof.
Kishor Patahre. Drawing and Rangoli competition is conducted for the school children and awards are distributed to the winners
of this competition. The drawing, essay and Rangoli competitions are organized for the school student. There are 157 students
participated in these competitions.
In the evening movie show ‘I am Kalam’ were arranged for villagers and children.

Day 4 (Thursday, 16th January, 2014)
After Morning Prayer NSS volunteers visited elder’s orphanage near to the Gaudhara village. They are interact and entertain
elders who live lonely. In the afternoon Mr. Chandrashekhar Gaikwad delivered a lecture on ‘Youth for Change.’ His thoughts
were very enlightening to the students.

Day-5 (Friday, 17th January, 2014)
Blood donation, free eye checkup, free hemoglobin checkup and free spectacle distribution camp is organized for villagers in
association with PSI Blood Bank, Pune.
Blood donation camp is inaugurated by our Institutes’ Chairperson Dr. Tarita Shankar and Mr. Aditya Mehandale. Prof. Chetan
Wakalkar inaugurated Free Eye checkup camp. These events are graced by institute’s directors Mr. Sandeed Gaekwad, Mr.
Santosh Kumar, Dr. Anagha Joishi. In the dignitaries Mr. Shivaji Konde-Deshmukh, Mr. Rajendra Pawar, Mr. Avinash BandeHavaldar were present in this occasion
There were 48 blood bags are collected during camp, while 170 people’s eye checkup and free spectacle was done in the camp.
NSS volunteers perform skit on “Streebhrun Hatya” (Female feticide). This skit got appreciation from Dr. Tarita Shankar.
Night time is celebrated with Cultural Programme jointly organized with Zilla Parishad School Gaudhara.

Day-6 (Friday,18th January, 2014)
Mr. Ashok Bhosale from Solapur delivers lecture and experiment on antisuperstition for school children. In afternoon NSS volunteers are glimpse
villagers and learn problems face by the villagers. In the evening Antisuperstition show organized for the villagers.

Day-7 (Friday,18th January, 2014)
In the last day Granthdindi (procession of books) are held by NSS volunteers and villagers. Procession with Palakhi is quite new
experience to the NSS volunteers. The objective of this activity to disseminate the importance of books in the rural folk. After
Granthdini the sendoff function is conducted by villagers. In afternoon NSS camp reached at college campus.

Outdoor Management Training 2013-14
Outdoor Management Training(OMT) is
academic year every year for the first
acquainted with each other, build a sense
and weaknesses.
It develops qualities of help, tolerance,
makes mentally fresh.

an activity which is conducted at the start of
year PG students which helps them in getting
of togetherness, identify theirs and others strengths
team-spirit, unity, discipline and leadership and

In the academic year 2013-14, OMT was organized for M.Sc (Comp Sci) Sem-I and MCA-I
students as part of extra-curricular activity which will help to boost their confidence, build
team management skills, increase interaction among themselves and their mentors.

OMT Details
Date

:

28th & 29th January 2014.

Venue

:

Adventure Plus Resort, Bhor, Pune

Faculty

:

Prof. Janardan Pawar, Mr. Suresh Pathare,
Mr. Mahesh Jagtap, Ms. Sarita Byagar,
Ms. Nirmala Guldagad, Ms Manisha Patil,
Ms Ashvini Shende

Class

:

M.Sc.-I & MCA-I & MCA-II(Lateral entry)2013-14

No. of Students

:

92

Mgmt Games

:

Rappelling, Rock Climbing, Archery, Gun
Shooting, Cycling, Net Climbing, Rope Walk.

Net Climbing

Cycling

Archery

Rappelling

Students and Staff

INDUSTRIAL VISITS

INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO WIPRO, HINJEWADI, PHASE-II.

Date :

18th March, 2014

Time:

10am – 12noon

Reporting Time :

9.30am

Class :

M.Sc(Computer Science)-I and
MCA(Science) I, II

This program was hosted by Mr. Swapnil Shukla of Wipro. The students reported there on
18th August, 2014 at 9:30 am.
Mr Shukla introduced the whole campus of Wipro. The campus is well endowed with world
infrastructure and pleasant ambience.
The students were introduced to the HR Manager Manju who guided students about the
different projects carried by Wipro. Mr Swapnil Shukla informed students about the various
domains in which Wipro has plunged its branches.
They interacted with students and also solved queries of the student regarding work
environment and IT industry.
All the queries of the students and faculties were solved through interesting videos and
presentations.
The visit to Persistent was very revealing and provided valuable information.

INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO PERSISTENT SYSTEMS, HINJEWADI.

Date :

24th August, 2013

Time:

10am – 1pm

Reporting Time :

8am

Class :

M.Sc(Computer Science)-I and
MCA(Science) I, II & III

This program was hosted by Mr. Kaustubh Bhadbhade of Persistent Systems. The students
reported there on 24 August 2013 at 8:00 am.
All the students were seated in Pt. Bhimsen Joshi auditorium.
Many colleges participated in this industry interface program.
Mr Kaustubh introduced many new terms of IT and made the students realize what are the
different needs of IT and what should students do to make themselves capable of it. And he
also introduced to different aspects of Persistent Systems.
He interacted with students and also solved queries of the student regarding work
environment and IT industry.
All the queries of the students and faculties were solved
presentations.
Persistent Systems has a wonderful campus with
ambience.

through interesting videos and

worldclass infrastructure and great

Their buildings are named after 4 vedas of Indian culture i.e, Rijveda, Yajurveda, Samveda,
Atharvaveda. It gives us an essence of rich Indian culture.
The visit to Persistent was very informative and guidance providing.

Students of Msc(CS)-I and MCA - I,II and III in Pt Bhimsen Joshi Auditorium,
Persistent Systems

Faculties with Mr.Kaustubh Bhadbade(center) at Persistent Systems

CONFERENCE
SAP Techniversity 2013
The second edition of SAP Techniversity - India's largest technology conference for the
student community was held on 28th September 2013 at KTPO, Bangalore and this time with a
core focus on Apps.
This year's events were highly.
Innovative: High-octane Demo jam
Inspiring: Keynotes by thought leaders from various walks of life
Tech-knowlogical: Technology sessions on latest and upcoming trends in IT
Engaging: Interactions with subject experts from the industry
Entertaining: Talent show and evening entertainment
The total strength of students for SAP Techniversity was 100 (including faculties).The students were
from various courses i.e B.Sc and M.Sc(Computer Science), BCA and MCA(Science).This year there
were a several speakers who made the whole event vibrant.
The key features of the event:







The students got to experience new technology, as the industry experts demonstrated the latest
trends
Short bursts of 30 minutes sessions followed by interaction with the speakers
Live, exciting demos of latest technology
Chance to network with industry experts during and after the event
Chance to interact with students from other institutes and make new friends
Launch of student start-up leveraging SAP HANA

Agenda of the Event:
7.30 am - 9.00 am

Registration

9.00 am - 9.15 am
SAP Labs India

Welcomes Address and Keynote – Anirban Dey, Managing Director,

9.15 am - 9.35 am Keynote Video – Dr. Vishal Sikka, Member of the Executive Board of SAP AG
and the Global Managing Board, Leading all SAP products and innovation
9.35 am - 10.05 am External Keynote – Ravi Venkatesan, Former Chairman Microsoft India,
Board Member at Infosys and AB Volvo
10.05 am - 10.35 am Keynote – Dr. Bernd Welz, Senior Vice President, Global Head of Solution
& Knowledge Packaging, SAP AG
10.35 am - 11.00 am The New SAP University Alliances (LEARN-APPLY-SHARE-RECRUIT)
Ann Rosenberg, Head of SAP University Alliances
11.00 am - 12.00 am Megatrends shaping the World – V R Ferose, Head of Globalization
Services, SAP AG
12.00 pm - 12.30 pm Power of HANA – Jeffrey Word, Vice President at SAP and Co-Founder &
Co-CEO at Epistemy Press LLC
12.30 pm - 12.50 pm Start Ups on HANA – Anirban Dey, Managing Director, SAP Labs India
12.50 pm - 1.20 pm Launch of Student Start-Ups on HANA – M N Vidyashankar, Principal
Secretary Commerce & Industries Dept.,Government of Karnataka
1.20 pm - 1.30 pm

Students share their experience and present a short demo

2.35 pm - 3.05 pm How to run successful Start-Ups – Mukund Mohan, CEO, Microsoft
Startup Accelerator
3.05 pm - 3.35 pm
Go Dimension

India's Youngest CEOs – Shravan and Sanjay Kumaran, President and CEO,

3.35 pm - 4.05 pm Future of Higher Education: MOOCs (LEARN) – Dr. Bernd Welz, Senior
Vice President, Global Head of Solution & Knowledge Packaging, SAP AG
4.25 pm - 4.55 pm Apps on Mobile – Vineet Taneja, Country Head, Mobile and Digital Imaging
at Samsung Electronics
5.10 pm - 5.40 pm Apps on Cloud – Narendra Bhandari, Director AsiaPacific, Software
& Services Group, Intel
5.40 pm - 6.40 pm DEMO JAM
6.55 pm - 7.40 pm Celebrity Speaker – Boman Irani, Noted film and theatre personality

SEMINAR
TWO DAYS STATE LEVEL SEMINAR ON “DEVELOPING COMMUNICATION & MANAGERIAL SKILLS”
A two days state level seminar on ―Developing Communication & Managerial skills‖ was organized on 27th and 28th September
2013. B.C.U. D sponsored seminar was successfully conducted by the initiative of Dr.Anjali Kalkar, Principal In-charge with the worthy
support of Prof. Santosh Kulkarni, Prof. Prashant Kalshetty and Prof. Shivendru Bhushan, the joint coordinators.
The seminar was inaugurated by Prof.Preeti Joshi, from M.I.T college of Commerce and Science, who addressed the student and
spoke on the art and importance of effective communication. Prof.Rajguru from National Defense Academy enlightened the students on
the various managerial skills and Dr. Anjali Kalkar addressed the students on the importance of effective leadership and perpetual
endurance for success.
The seminar was a huge success, 129 students and few teaching faculty from the various colleges of Pune, attended this
seminar along with the 276 students and Faculty of B.Com, BBA, BBM-IB, BCA, M.Com, PG Diploma students of ICCS.

PLACEMENTS
M.Sc.(CS) 2013-14 Placement Report
Roll
No.

Name

1
2
3

Shraddha Agarwal
Deepali Dattatray Bamhane
Rupali Shivadas Bhavar
Prathamesh Pradip More
Pratik Madhukar Dhamane
Sachin Uttam Dudhade
Ruchira Pradeep Chakranarayan
Priyanka Kailas Shinde
Manisha Kisan Shingade
Prachi Dattatraya Yewale
Sumitra Subhash Chaudhari
Pooja Atul Otari
Nikita Sanjeev Raskar
Pooja Jawahar Chhajed
Shweta Bajirao Datir
Shweta dashrath more
Pallavi Baban Dumbre
Monika Goswami
Tejashree Chandrakant
Deshmukh
Kalyani Sadashiv Dhonde
Santoshi Jalindhar Gawade.
Tejaswini Nandkumar Gapchup
Kalpana Bourah
Giriraj Kadamsingh Sharma
Vidya Vijay Raut
Swati Ashok Pharate
Ajinkya kalbhor
Ashitosh Rajguru
Deepak shukla
Tejaswini Ramnath Pounikar
Sharifur Malik
Somnath Gopal Guthula
Akshay Thite
Monica Shankar Jadhav
Ashvini Kamlakar Kotkar
Sonali Sopan Pawar
Sarita Digambar Phalke

4
5

6

7
8
9
10
10
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Ekta Uday Gadekar

25

Ganesh Gade
Prasad Bapu Liman

IT
Apps Techno Pvt Ltd.
PTC
Innobytes Technology
Innobytes Technology
Innobytes Technology
Purple Radiance Tech Pvt Ltd

Final

Syntel
syntel
Ladder Technology

Ladder Technology
SAP-Sybase
ID4 Realms
ID4 Realms
ID4 Realms
ID4 Realms
Harbinger
Ajit NGO
Real IT Services Pvt LTD
Afour Tech Pvt.LTD
Iknowledge Factory Pvt Ltd
DataFoster
SoftZeal

Ladder Technology
Cassiopae
SAP-Sybase

ID4 Realms
ID4 Realms
ID4 Realms
ID4 Realms
Harbinger

Afour Tech Pvt.LTD

Quick Heal

Cassiopae

First -Insight
Ladder Technology

QuickFire Solution
Business Collaboration Tech
AreTechs Solutions

Business Collaboration
Tech

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Abhijeet Shankar Ghosh
Ganesh Mahadev Giram
Priyanka Jain
Sagar Shivaji Kawade
Suresh Mukinda Rupnawar
Komal Purohit
Nupur Khirid
Seema Chandrakant Mahadik
Abhijeet Anil Pithore
Nitu Suresh Singh
Pranav Udaysing Jagtap
Pravindrasingh Jaysingh
Sheoran

AreTechs Solutions
aavidsoft
GodWit Tech
Ladder Technology
Tata Technologies
PTC
SoftZeal
PTC
SAP-Sybase
AV Technologies

ATOS

Infosys

B.Com Students Placements Report :
YEAR

NAME OF THE COMPANY
KPMG

2012-13

DEUTSCHE BANK

SOUTH INDIAN BANK

WIPRO
2013-14

BNY MELLON

DEUTSCHE BANK

NAME OF STUDENTS
Soorajnair
Raunakdhanjal
Devanshisrivastava
Maheshwaripandey
Vinikalavijayan
Tejashree shah
Ajinkyasood
Mohitsingh
Poojabhadankar
Anukumari
Jyothisinghal
Archanamandal
Joycy joy
Nidhi shinde
Anujaherekar
Nidhi sahu
Joycy joy
Sakshiatkire
Suchoritaroy
Abhinavverma
Archanamandal
Anukumari
Poojabhadankar
Neethumenon
Rohitvaidya
Shreya ranjan
Rinkikumari
Divyanair
Chandra bhushanprasad
Kishorimokashi
Poojakulkarni
Poojabhadankar
Nimuabraham
Shilpanadiger
Dishasandhane
Aartijadhav

BCA Placement Report :

Sr. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Company Name
HSBC
Cognizant
L & T Infotech
iGATE
Syntel
Wipro
Infosys
EClerx
Tech Mahindra
PATNI

2013-2014
2
8

TCS
KPIT

1

4
7

Annual Reports

COMPUTER ASSOCIATION
Introduction
The Computer Association is the recognized association for Computer Science students who will be the
future Information & Communications Technology (ICT) professionals.
Its objectives are to further the study and application of Computer Science and Information Technology,
promote, develop and monitor competence in the practice of ICT, define and promote standards of knowledge of
ICT for students, promote the formulation of effective policies on ICT and related matters; extend the knowledge
and understanding of ICT in the community; promote the benefits of membership to the Society .
Indira College of Commerce and Science recognizes the enormous potential of the IT and has decided to
embark upon an ambitious journey to herald the benefits of ICT to the people of the country.
Principal Objective
To promote the development of Computer science & information and communications technology
resources.
Secondary Objectives









To further the study, science and application of information and communications technology.
To promote, develop and monitor competence in the practice of information and communications technology
by persons and organizations.
To define and promote the maintenance of standards of knowledge of information and communications
technology for students.
To promote the formulation of effective policies on information and communications technology and related
matters.
To extend the knowledge and understanding of information and communications technology in the community.
Efforts to increase opportunities of employment: To make all possible efforts to increase opportunities of
employment. For this to tie-up companies. To organize recruitment camps with the help of the IT companies.
To organize experts' seminars from time to time
Enabling Computer Literacy and Education for the students

Key Activities






Skills Assessment
To provide a forum and facilities for the exchange of information and experience.
To promote development of IT enable services.
To promote, encourage and take part in survey and research studies in the IT field.
To cooperate and collaborate with other institutions having similar objectives.

INDIRA‟S STRATEGY
The private sector has been in the forefront of developments of IT sector. As the government seeks to
translate its vision into reality, it expects the private sector to continue to play its pivotal role. However, the
vision will not be realized early without the educational institutions playing an active role in the following
three areas.
1. Promoting ICT for students and acquaint them about quality and world class services of other
societies
2. Ushering E-Governance.
3. Creating an atmosphere conducive for the growth of IT Industry & IT Infrastructure:
4. Enabling Computer Literacy and Education for the students
5. Fulfilling local information needs of the students

Indira Informatics Technothelon (Tech-Savvy 2014)
Event Report
Indira Informatics Technothelon (Tech-Savvy 2014) was organized for second consecutive year at Indira College of
Commerce & Science. The event was designed & executed by the students of BCA. The 4-day semi-tech fest started from 30th Jan –
3rd Feb, 2014. The event comprised of 6 different events.
The fest began with “Game-O-Mania” –The LAN Gaming League where in participants as team & individual competed against
each other in computer games like Counter Strike & NFS-Most Wanted. Gamers from across Pune came down to fight for the throne of
The LAN Gaming League.
For the artistic & creative people out there “Art-Beat..!!!” – a free hand Drawing & Sketching competition was organized. People
from different age groups came to show their skills & creativity in the field of arts.
And for the techoholics “ Codechef in „C‟ ” was organized, where there were rounds related to ‗C‘ programming .
The most successful & entertaining event of Tech Savvy 2014 , “ Dare 2 Think” came up with another version & this time too
D2T resulted in one of the most attractive & paisa vasool event of Tech-Savvy 2014. More than 80 teams were witnessed in this A/V
Quizzare.
This year the fest saga also witnessed another dimension in events with the idea of “Minute 2 Win It Vol.1”. The concept of the
event was taken from the famous TV game show ―Minute To Win It‖. The event was designed with some twists & turns which made it a
two player team event more exciting. As organized for the first time in Indira & in Pune, ―Minute 2 Win it – Vol.1‖ was a great success &
was considered as one of the most entertaining event of Tech-Savvy 2014.
Then came the welcome ceremony of Indira Informatics Technothelon (Tech-Savvy 2014) which was enlightened &
marked with the presence of Dr.Deepak Shikarpur – Co -chairman (IT Committee) MCCIA & Chairman Board of Studies
(Computer Management) University of Pune as the Chief Guest along with evergreen tech evangelist Prof. Chetan WakalkarGroup Director, IGI who addressed and welcomed the participants.
There was a lots of reason to celebrate & cherish for the 2nd Season of Indira Informatics Technothelon (Tech-Savvy 2014)
with regards to the huge participation of 990 people from more than 33 colleges all across Pune. The fest witnessed participants from
colleges like Sinhgad Institute of Technology, I2IT, Alard College of Engineering, PCCOE, Symbiosis College of Art & Commerce, D.Y.
Patil Colleges, Modern College of Arts & Commerce etc…Truly this year Indira Informatics Technothelon 2014 not only became a
milestone event in the history & legacy of Indira College of Commerce & Science, but the fest embellished par excellence. It not
embarked and made a mark in the participants lives, but it simple touched the lives of everyone who were a part of it in some or the other
way. In other words – Simply & Truly Mesmerising !!

IT Infrastructure
IGI‘s Indira College of Commerce & Science is having well-formed Information Technology infrastructure.

 Network Details:–
1. 30 Mbps Shared Band-width for Internet Browsing.
2. High Configuration IBM Server‘s.
3. Hardware Firewall & Domain Network successfully upgraded for central resources sharing, Data, Authentication‘s,
rights control, Security, Virus Definition, spam and Network Broad-cast etc.
4. Updated Software & Patches being used in labs Computers and Distributed from Distribution Point Server (SCCM2007).
5. Core-2 Duo Processor, TFTP Screen for Computer Labs with structure network cabling.
6. Total Area Wi-Fi for College students can check their assignment‘s, Tutorial, Internet Browsing from anywhere in
the campus. Provided with High-Tech Security to Wi-Fi Network Users.
7. Windows Live Sky-Drive which gives 25 GB space for students to store their important Assignment‘s and data.
8. Live@edu utilization for sharing documents and assignment‘s with groups & faculties.
9. LCD Projector‘s available for the faculties in the classroom‘s and labs for Online Teaching.
10. New Technology upgrade servers Domain controller Windows 2008R2, SCCM-2007, WSUS,WDS, FEP-2010,
TMG Server.

 Excellent LAB‟s & Facilities
The College has excellent Labs both for Electronics and Computer Science oriented study. An unlimited
12/7 TATA Connection with 30 Mbps speed shared and 2 Mbps connections form the backbone of Internet
connectivity.
 Computer Lab

The main computer lab is spacious, fully airconditioned and well planned consisting of more than 300 systems of which
the major share is contributed by advanced machines. The lab has the latest hi-tech configuration of hardware and software. The
lab is equipped with Operating Systems like Windows-Server, Windows-Desktop, and open source software like Linux.
Multimedia Kits have also been set-up for students to develop their knowledge with creativity. The entire computer lab is
provided with LAN networking. This lab help students to brush up their computer skills and translate their logic and imagination
into innovative applications. An additional Programming Lab has been provided exclusively for developing programming skills.

SCIENCE ASSOCIATION
SCIENCE ASSOCIATION
Introduction
The Computer Association is the recognised association for Science students dedicated to advancing science by
serving as an educator, leader, spokesperson and professional association. In addition to organizing membership
activities it spearheads programs that raise the bar of understanding for science among the students.
MISSION
To advance science and innovation among the student community for the benefit of all people.
VISION
To promote high quality science education and foster the professional development of the students
GOALS









Enhance communication among students and the public
Promote and defend the integrity of science and its use
Strengthen support for the science and technology enterprise
Provide a voice for science on societal issues
Promote the responsible use of science in public policy
Strengthen and diversify the science and technology workforce
Foster education in science and technology for everyone
Increase public engagement with science and technology

INDIRAS‟ STRATEGY




.

Indira College of Commerce & Science aims at promoting excellence in Scientific Computing. It does so by
facilitating interaction amongst its student members, acting as a bridge between Academia and Industry and finally
by elevating the quality of Computer Science education within the country.
Indira recognizes the impact of computing science in school education. To actively promote good practices, it has
become involved in all aspects of training and selection of the young talent to represent the country .
It also recognizes a role for itself in correcting the biases in the current curriculum for computer science in the
country.

SCIENCE ASSOCIATION
―No amount of Experimentation can ever prove me right, a single experiment
can prove me wrong”
Science is the way of thinking much more than it is body of Knowledge. Science association is a fundamental feature of science
students dedicated for advancing science by serving as an educator; leader spoke person and professional association.

Objectives of Science association are as follows:











To an Integrated use of Knowledge, Technology, Resources and Manpower to expedite development process
To an Improvement in communication skills by adoption of technology
To Conservation of world heritage
To Creation of awareness about world peace, harmony and environmental balance
To promote and defined the integrity of Science and it use
To promote the responsible use of science in public policy
To increase public engagement with science and technology
To strengthen and diversity the science and technology workforce
To develop Scientific temper or learner
To enabling students to think rationally & logically.
To create Superstitions free environments of thinking and imaginations

Indira organization impact of computing Science in School education. To actively promote good practices it has become involved in
all aspects of training and selection of young talents to represents the country.

The activities under Science association are as Follows:
1.π Day Competition:
The purpose of the π Day Competition is to promote, develop and monitor, competence in the practice of mathematics. It helps
students to gain an interest and know the Subject in depth .Π Approximation day is organized on July 22 nd on every year due to Π being
roughly equal to 22/7
This year also Π Approximation day was celebrated on 22 nd july,2013. College has organized this competition in various colleges.

Winner team as follows:
Sr. No.

Students Name

College Name

1.

V Sai Rohita
Thorat Omkar
Raju Chaudhary
Sonia Gehlot
Chawre Swapnil
Kunal Desai

Indira College of Commerce and Science

2.
3.
4.

Sancheti College
Shivbhumi Junior College
Paniicker Institute

2. Statistics Quiz Competition:
Indira college of commerce and Science conducts Statistics Quiz Competition every year which is organized by PUSA( Pune
University Statistics Association) This competition is conducted in all colleges where first year all B.Sc ( CS) and B.Sc (Statistics)
courses are taking part. PUSA selects topper from each centre and awards with certificate of center topper.
like every year ,this year also statistics quiz competition was organized for the Students of first year Computer science on dated
19th Jan,2014. We received Overwhelming response. From among this V Sai Rohitha ( F. Y.B.Sc. Comp. Sc.) div-B has been declared
as a center topper for this year.
3. Electronics Quiz Competition:
Indira college of commerce and Science conducted Electronics Quiz Competition every year which is organized by SPEED ( Society for
Promotion of Excellence in Electronics Discipline This competition is conducted in all colleges where first year all B.Sc. courses are
taking part. SPEED selects topper from each centre and awards with certificate of center topper.
This quiz competition in our college was organized for the Students of F.Y. B.Sc.( CS) S.Y. B.Sc.(CS) on dated 5th Feburary,2014 has
received Overwhelming response.92 Students are enrolled for this competition. Among these

Winner team as follows:
Sr. No.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Students Name
Agarwal Barkha Ghanshyam
Dalvi Sanket Sudhakar
Yadav Sagar Lalansingh
Yadav Surbhi Shyamsundar
YADAV VIVEKKUMAR R

Course Name
F.Y.BSc. ( Computer Sc.)
F.Y.BSc. ( Computer Sc.)
S.Y.BSc.( Computer Sc.)
S.Y.BSc. ( Computer Sc.)

Competition of Advance Networking Simulation Model

To build up Confidence & to develop interpersonal Skills as well as enhance the creativity the college is
organized the Competition of Advances Networking Simulation Model for the post Graduate students
From M.Sc.-I and MCA-II 100 students are taken part in the Competition and they prepare and present
the the Network Simulation model based on electronics. Prof Kiran Shinde From A.T.S.S.I.I.C.M.R. is judged by
this competition.
Winner team as follows:
Sr. No.
1.
2.
3.

Photographs :

Students Name
S. Chandralekha
Chaudhary Nikhil
Bhosale Varsha

Course Name
M.Sc(comp.sci) – I
M.Sc(comp.sci) – I
M.C.A - I

COMMERCE ASSOCIATION

Management Association
The Management Association was established in the Academic Year 2005-06 with the object to promote the
practical approach to the management skill and to build students for their academic excellence.
During the academic year 2009-10, the management association has continued its function under Prof. M D
Waghmare and Prof. A Sengupta with the support of different stream faculties, staff and students.
The following activities are generally conducted by the association:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Inviting individual figures for delivering lectures.
Conducting workshop relating to Communication Skill and Personality Development.
Conducting Seminars to promote students confidence and ability.
Conducting individual visit to different production with and service industries.
Conducting debate competition on current issues to sharper the insights of the students.
Arranging outdoor Management Games and Quits to enhance student’s general knowledge.

INDIRA MODEL UNITED NATIONS (i-MUN) CONFERENCE - 2013
‘i-MUN 2013’, the Model United Nations Conference organized by Indira College of Commerce and Science, Pune in
collaboration with United Nations Information Centre for India and Bhutan (UNIC) for the second time in the history of
India. The event unfolded on the 29th and 30th of August 2013 comprising of three councils namely, the United Nations
Human Rights Council (UNHRC), United Nations Security Council (UNSC) and the fresh council named United Nations
Economic and Social Council (UNECOSOC) in the college campus.
It created students from all over India from places such as Mumbai, Deradhun, Delhi, Ahmedabad, Bangelore, Kolkata,
Jaipur and Kurukshetra and few international participants out of India at a local but a global manifestation to represent
every nation in the world as delegates.

It ensured that every delegate discussed different motions where there were few exceptional delegates who
came up with fresh and latest ideas which paved the way for a knowledge base. Something really extra ordinary
was i-MUN was the first MUN experience to most of the youngsters, who took the plank card where they were
able to discuss & develop their sense of know-how on their respective topics,
 UNHRC - “Right to adequate housing and protection from forcible evictions”
 UNSC –
Primary : “Israel – Palestine Conflict”
Secondary: “Strengthening United Nations peace keeping operations”
 UNECOSOC – “The right of ‘Indigenous People’ to maintain control over their social and economic
development”
In an overview, the remarkable happening was, every delegate’s self-confidence gradually increased on the 2nd
day as compared to the 1st which means this conference comprehended its motto “LOCAL SQUAD AT A GLOBAL
SORT”.

LIBRARY COMMITTEE
Meaning & Concept:
The Library Committee is a body of persons appointed for a specific function by, and usually out of a
larger body. The Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary defines a ―Committee‖ as a group of people who are
chosen, usually by a larger group, to make decisions or to deal with a particular subject.
The Library Committee mostly supervises and advice the library in matters in which public participation is
essential.
Aims & Objectives:
1. Ensure that all procedures and policies are followed as per the stated rules and regulations laid down by the
concerned (UGC, AICTE, NAAC...etc.) authority.
2. Advise in matters regarding proposed policies.
3. Counsel in the general development and administration of the Library.
4. Express the opinions of the faculty, staff and students relative to Library policies and their administration.
5. Ascertain feasibility of innovative projects/services in respect to its cost, and usability.
Need & Purpose:
The Library Committee is needed to:
1. Appoint qualified and efficient librarian who can deliver services.
2. Assess the financial support required by the library based on library standards.
3. Serve as an interpreter of the requirements of the library to the community and authorities and thus make an
appeal for more funds.
4. Provide support as an interpreter of the requirements of the library to the community and authorities and thus
make an appeal for more funds.
5. Provide support to the librarian to defend important decisions having implications for the users (e.g. change of
working hours, change in rules regarding membership and borrowing privileges etc.)
6. Bring better understanding of the role of the library among users.
Constitution of Members:
In Indian Universities, there is generally a provision for library committee which consists of the Heads of
various Teaching Departments of University. The Library Committee may also be called in different names such
as Library Board, Library Trustees, Library Advisory Committee and Board of Directors etc. According to UGC
standard the College Library Committee consists of:
1) Dr. (Mrs.) Anjali Kalkar
Chairperson
2) Mr. Mangesh Kuman
Secretary
3) Mr. Prashant Kalshetti
Member
4) Mr. Suresh Pathare
Member
(From the Faculty appointed by the Principal on the recommendation of the Librarian)
One student Representative To be appointed by the Principal on merit.

Earn and Learn Scheme
The Main objective of the scheme is to develop a student as a multifaceted personality with academic
excellence and a commitment to an egalitarian society. India lives in her villages and to bridge the gap between
rural Bharat and urban India, this scheme is basically undertaken for the benefit of the students coming from the
rural areas, which are economically backward, intelligent and meritorious but cannot afford higher education. It
inculcates in the student the idea that no work is big or small and develops a work culture with the right attitude. It
is now been announced by our Ex-Vice Chancellor, Dr. Narendra Jadhav that the scheme should be flexible to give
work to those who demand it. This is a vision of keeping our youth gainfully employed as well as to contribute
from civil society. This is a paradigm shift in the way we see higher education. This will make higher education
accessible and available to the poor, meritorious and the marginalized.
The scheme is at present being undertaken at the post-graduate level on the university campus as well as at
the graduate level in the affiliated colleges and recognized institutions under the jurisdiction of the University of
Pune. Financial assistance to the extent of fifty percent of the expenditure incurred by the affiliated Colleges /
Institute is reimbursed to the concerned on submitting the necessary papers to the Director, Board of Students‘
Welfare. Under this scheme those students who are interested in joining are to fill the necessary application form,
which is then scrutinized by an appropriate committee. The list of students who have been Finally enrolled in the
scheme are to be sent to the Director, Board of Students‘ Welfare on or before 15 th September every year, subject
to the condition that the Colleges / Institution has been given permission to undertake the scheme. The students
enrolled under the scheme are given the following types of work namely-that increase their skills in areas of their
study, office work, technical work and field work. However when the distribution of work is given it is seen that
all students get equal opportunity to get all different kinds of work and that each student gets eighty percent of
technical work and twenty percent of fieldwork. Office work includes working at the Library or any other office of
the institute.
Technical work includes:
Knowledge of computers, office machines such as photocopying etc. or even working at a telephone booth,
while field work includes working in the garden, looking after newly planted trees, play grounds, cleanliness of the
campus etc. Each student is expected to work for three hours daily.
Students working under this scheme are paid an honorarium of Rs.20 per hour as per the revised rates effective
July 2007. Payment is made as per the attendance sheet, which is to be maintained by the institute/college/
university. The students are requested to open a bank account at their respective places and payments are made by
cheques. At the end of the year the respective institute/college is requested to submit the annual accounts for the
scheme when the central audit scheme is undertaken.
As per the new decision taken by the university authorities all college /institutions would be given an
advance payment depending on the enrollment of students. The ratio being as follows:
1 to 500 – Rs. 33,000
501 to 1000 – Rs. 55,000
1001 to 2000 – Rs. 1, 10,000
2001 to 3000 – Rs. 1, 65,000
3001 to 4000 – Rs. 2, 20,000
4001 to 5000 – Rs. 2, 75,000
And over 5001 – Rs. 3, 30,000
And that any student who fills the application form for enrollment in the scheme will be given work and an
allocation of 3.5 Crores has been made in the current budget.
This year 7 students have taken advantage under said scheme.

